M E X ICO CITY
THE BIRTHPLACE AND MAUSOLEUM OF ANCIENT CULTURES, MEXICO CITY IS A CITY OF CONTRASTS.
ITS HISTORY, CUISINE, MODERNITY, AND TRADITION TURN IT INTO ONE OF THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
CITIES IN LATIN AMERICA

MU ST
EL PUJOL
The evolution of traditional Mexican food. Its dishes
have been called works of art. Understandably.

MAXIMO BISTROT LOCAL
Their philosophy leads them to create a daily menu inspired in
the most vibrant ingredients in the market.

RESTAURANTE BIKO
Molecular cuisine, foams, spheres... the mixture of
flavours, deconstruction, and refinement are the key
elements in this sophisticated restaurant.

RESTAURANTE NICOS
Traditional Mexican cooking, mixing family
recipes and high cuisine.

RESTAURANTE BAKÉA
The chef, of French Basque and Mexican origins, brings the
best seasonal ingredients to every dish.

QUINTONIL
Modern Mexican cuisine which uses ingredients from
small local producers.

GLOTONNERIE
Reinterpreted French cuisine in an amazing house
with a terrace. Its cellar has more than 250 wines.
Don't try them all at once!

CLANDESTINA
You cannot come to Mexico and not drink mezcal. At
Clandestina they don't beat around the bush. Here
there's only mezcal and beer. A classic.

BROOKLYN ROOFTOP
The best Mexican DJs can be found in this bar with
one of the most spectacular terraces in the south of
the city.

BISTRO 83
A colonial hacienda with a charming atmosphere. A great
place to have breakfast.

GO
PLAZA DE LA CONSTITUCIÓN
The heart of the country, both culturally and geographically. The National Palace houses Diego Rivera's mural
paintings.

TEMPLO MAYOR
Pieces from the ruins of the ancient city of Tenochtitlan are exhibited in this museum.

NATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY
MUSEUM
One of the most important museums in the world. Here
you can see the astounding Aztec calendar and
pre-Hispanic pieces.

PLAZA DE GARIBALDI
A place to pay homage to Mariachi music. Arriba, andale.

FRIDA KAHLO MUSEUM
Also known as the Blue House, this was the artist's home
and that of her husband, Diego Rivera. Frida's ashes have
their resting place in this house, where Trotsky died.

LA ALAMEDA CENTRAL
A park in the historic centre of the city, which is a leisure
space for Mexicans.

MONUMENTO DE LA
REVOLUCIÓN
A mausoleum commemorating the Mexican revolution.

XOCHIMILCO
Here you can see, in a barge tour, what the metropolis looked like before the Spanish came, when it
was a floating city.

PALACIO DE CORREOS
The symbol of the city, this impressive work of
eclectic architecture was built in the 20th century to
display Mexicans' development and progress.

PALACIO DE BELLAS ARTES
This uniquely beautiful building was built to provide the capital
with a space to host artistic events.

